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Introduction to Investor Behavior 
Presented by Ken Froot

 

State Street provides fund custody services for over 70,000 portfolios which total more than $40 trillion 

USD of securities. This expansive custody database provides a rich environment for studying institutional 

investor behavior. While trades of all investors must necessarily sum to zero for every security, trades of 

institutional investors may not. The top priority of State Street’s investor behavior research is to preserve client 

confidentiality. Funds are anonymized and aggregated to avoid revealing the trades or positions of any single 

investor. Each of the over 500,000 investor behavior indicators State Street produces is checked every day to 

ensure no single fund is driving that indicator. 

One of the key features of institutional investors is that the group exhibits herding. Institutional investors 

tend to listen to the same company earnings calls, meet with the same company management, and read the 

same sell-side analyst reports. Persistence in thinking causes persistence in trading. While a given fund may 

complete its trading of a stock within a few days, other funds will not necessarily trade on the same few days. A 

single fund may have little persistence, but institutional funds as a group exhibit persistence which lasts 

months. 

Most of the time institutional investors demand liquidity rather than supplying it. By consuming liquidity 

these investors cause price impact with their trading. This price impact combined with trading  persistence 

Key Points 

• Institutional investors exhibit herding. This persistence as a group combined with price impact 

causes flows to forecast future returns. 

• In contrast to flows, holdings are bounded and mean-reverting. Holdings in excess of benchmarks 

forecast future returns, but with a negative sign. 

• Return predictability is robust. Flows and holdings forecast future returns across countries, 

economic industries, and asset classes. 

• State Street’s expansive custody database of over 70,000 portfolios provides a rich environment 

for Investor Behavior research. 

• The Investor Behavior team anonymizes and aggregates funds prior to analysis to preserve client 

confidentiality. 

Visit State Street Global Markets’ research platform, Insights, to find the replay of this session and all 

others. Recordings are available to State Street clients and Insights users, to learn more or to request an 

account contact us and we’ll get back to you as soon as we can.  
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produces return predictability. Since trading today forecasts trading tomorrow, and trading tomorrow pushes 

prices tomorrow, trading today on average predicts price changes tomorrow. 

The investor behavior team also builds indicators based on holdings. A portfolio’s holdings can be 

calculated absolutely or relative to a computed model benchmark. Holdings decay more slowly than flows 

because holdings take time to accumulate and unwind. Holdings are bounded and over time tend to revert 

toward benchmark positions on average. This unwinding gives holdings negative return predictability; on 

average positive excess holdings predict negative excess returns and vice versa. 

Flows and holdings produce robust indicators. These forecast future returns across industries and 

countries; they predict future returns in equity, fixed income, and foreign currency markets. 
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State Street Global Markets may from time to time, as principal or agent, for its own account or for those of its clients, have positions in and/or actively trade in financial 
instruments or other products identical to or economically related to those discussed in this communication. State Street Global Markets may have a commercial 

relationship with issuers of financial instruments or other products discussed in this communication. 

This document may contain statements deemed to be forward-looking statements. These statements are based on assumptions, analyses and expectations of State Street 
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The products and services outlined in this document are generally offered in the United States and Latin America by State Street Bank and Trust Company. This 
communication is made available in Japan by State Street Bank and Trust Company, Tokyo Branch, which is regulated by the Financial Services Agency of Japan and is 
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State Street Associates 

Our goal is to bridge the worlds of financial theory and practice with innovative investment research for asset managers 

and owners. We focus on two fundamental drivers of performance to help State Street’s clients exceed their performance 

goals and manage risk: 

INFORMATION ADVANTAGE:  Our extensive indicator suites provide investors with powerful and practical market 

intelligence. 

RESEARCH ADVANTAGE:  We partner with renowned academics to develop impactful new ideas for portfolio 

construction, risk management, and investment strategies. 

Learn more about our thought leadership, publications, interactive tools and indicators visit   
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